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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Rudy and Judy are about to fight! 

	 As Judy and her kittens advanced toward Rudy, her kittens, and 
Judy’s car, Rudy and her kittens got into position. Rudy jr. was already at the 
gunner’s chair, and Ghost and Phantom were on opposite sides of the road, 
bows and arrows ready. Blackspots jr. had made a system that could trigger 
a small explosion in Judy’s car, and was hiding out under the front seats, 
ready to trigger it. Gingerbread was hefting a small sword, which they were 
surprisingly adept at swinging around. Rudy was armed with a mighty club, a 
breastplate, and a shield. Suddenly, Judy’s kittens sped up their approach 
into a charge. May and Maxine stayed near the back with their bows and 
arrows, nocked and ready to shoot. Sir Maximus jr. and Blackfur held axes, 
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Image above - Judy, 
who is dreaming about 
that particular fight 
with Rudy.  
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while Judy jr. has a mace and chain. Judy, the 
leader of the charge, had a breastplate, a shield, 
and a massive war axe. Hazel, the last of Judy’s 
kittens, was sitting in the distance, refusing to 
fight. She thought that Judy and Rudy could 
have a grudge, but they shouldn’t take it out on 
each other physically. 


	 When Maxine and May got in range, 
Ghost and Phantom let arrows fly. With the 
element of surprise on their side, Ghost’s arrow 
took Maxine in her chubby foreleg, spinning her 
off balance and onto the side of the road. She 
didn’t get up again. Phantom’s arrow just 
missed May. With a snarl, May loosed 2 arrows 
in rapid succession, at the spots that she 
thought Ghost and Phantom were at. They were 
ducked behind barricades, with eye holes to see 
out. The arrows thudded into the wooden 
barricades. Meanwhile, in the front of the pack, 
Judy jr. and Gingerbread had gone into single 
combat. Judy jr. was launching powerful, 
crushing blows at Gingerbread with her mace 
and chain. Gingerbread, knowing that their 
sword wouldn’t be able to parry the spiked ball of the mace and chain, 
deflected in instead. The ball was going every which way, and Blackfur had to 
deflect it with his axe when it got too close. And, when the ball was out of 
control, Gingerbread leapt closer to Judy jr., opened up a few cuts and 

wounds, and then shoved her to the ground. 
Judy jr. whimpered and ran off. 


	 Judy was trapped at the moment. Ghost 
and Phantom were quickly coming out of their 
barricades and loosing arrows at her too fast 
for May to shoot back. Also, Gingerbread was 
darting in and out with their sword, and had 
opened up a few cuts on Judy’s back and front 
legs. Meanwhile, Blackspots jr. had lured 
Blackfur into the car, and pressed the button to 

explode the front panels. Blackfur was instantly unconscious, and Blackspots 
began to set up the mechanism again. 


	 Subscribe again for more on this fight!
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Image above - Rudy 
and her kittens, in 
their bonding time.

“Ice, Rice, and 
Rice jr. are far 
gone by now, 
and Judy’s car is 
broken!” 

 - HAZEL, WHO IS STARTING TO 
UNDERSTAND THE DIRENESS OF 
THIS SITUATION
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